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About This Game

Fort Awesome is a virtual reality game for people who like to build forts in their living room, or make tree houses, or just want
a comfortable place to Co-Op (asynchronous multiplayer) play with a friend! We are designing this game to be as accessible as
possible with several types of locomotion, comfort options and kid mode! There are plenty of secrets to find along the way as

you build awesome forts!
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Title: Fort Awesome
Genre: Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Ben McNelly
Publisher:
Full Bore Studios, LLC
Release Date: 4 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or greater

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 8 GB available space

English
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hard to pass. The characters are cool, the artwork is fantastic, and the story's got me interested. Looking forward to all future
chapters!. This game dont work properly and and crashes all the time. It looks awful and mechanics are clunky. I cant
recommend this for anyone.. This game is Short thats why its free, I finished in under .5hrs.
But it is definetly very promising and a lot of fun squeezed into a short time.
I would like to see some more variety in wepons and movement instead of spawning to new areas.
I am Very Interested and Excited to see how this one evolves.. Ok.. quick reveiw here.. I see that Steam is telling me that I've
played it for 3 hours... Really?? then why does my body hurt??

Seriously.. some background :) I'm 57, and up to now have primarily used Beatsaber as my workout game.. I find that to be great
for my heart rate <grin> in the 3 hours I've been working on PowerbeatsVR.. I have had my butt handed to me.. yes, this is a
music based game.. yes, you hit the blocks.. but as you increase the difficulty, your workout jumps immensely! I so far haven't
been happy with a single of my attempts at Advanced difficulty, let alone expert! This game is a keeper if you are interested in
getting into better shape, it's not a stand and swing like most beatsaber levels, it's much more active. Strongly reccommend it for
a workout.
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I got this as part of the bundle. The flamethrower gives a whole new meaning to the term "golden shower". I really enjoyed this
game. I would recommend it to anyone that likes the challenge of overcoming an obstacle... anyone that is a fan of the dark
souls games would have fun with this one.

At 5 dollars it is at least worth the try for the music alone.
. Sol Survivor

This Tower Defense game has earned a glowing review.
I'm a little shocked I haven't written a review before. But
then again, the steam community and user reviews still
didn't exist when many of the hours were clocked.

Sol Survivor might be one of the most underrated Tower
Defense games out there. It has a well balanced mix of
tower placement and active abilities for support. And if
you've got some friends to play it with, the coop is a
blast. I'd say it's the most enjoyable Tower Defense
coop experience next to Iron Brigade and Sanctum 2.
Depending on your tastes of course. Though you can't
compare those three, as Sol Surivor is top down.

I'm not in the mindset for a detailed review at the moment.
I will revisit this with some more useful information. If you
have a particular question, feel free to drop me a line.
. just as good as the other Episodes
(played in offlinemode). Great little gem of a game. I'm not quite finished but I think I'm almost there at 25 hours played.

Reminds me of snes era rpgs, with combat similar to FF6 but enhanced with a limit break type resource that accumulates as you
either take or deal damage.

Full of little secrets, side quests and mini games.

Fairly open with how you "build" each character with a stat enhancing system for leveling up. Some characters are clearly suited
to certain roles but you can always hybrid them, like making a tanky sword wielding healer.

Final thought: This game is suprisingly well made, it feels 'complete' if that makes sense. Lots of effort went into this game,
worth the low price.. Fun enough, beautiful in ways. I adore that this is still kinda chill yet they have done an excellent job with
the weapon physics. No continuous tickle and slap for damage. You must hit with a swords blade, or stab, depending on the type
of weapon. You have to swing fast, and wider swings done fast yield more power. The combat can be a bit challenging at times.
People were saying the bow was worthless. I see if differently. Ya just got to be fast with it. Sure I have been in a small room
with skeletons circling around a table to get me and I just kept shooting them in the face. lol Very satisfying. Nice stylized
graphics. I do wish they would explain the charge weapon attack though. Every weapon has a charge attack. according to the
training session at the beginning, but it says to press the trigger button to activate it and I just am not sure if it is working. I hear
a strange sound every now and then but can't tell, and it seems the grip and trigger both activate the grip to pull a sword from my
back, so the buttons might both be mapped the same, in which case I can't use the special attack. So far the only downside and it
might get fixed, or it might just be me doing something wrong, or because I am on a Samsung Odyssey Plus. No matter what I
still like the game. I got it on the recent sale but I'd pay full price. Few games of such high quality.I hope they keep adding to it,
and make more.. Very solid hockey sim....put a few hours in...the equivalent of coke not addicted just like the smell....10 out of
10. Got banned from the game for playing this game a lot... Yeah really.. I found a bug and told people about it and I got banned
because it means less money in the pocket of killerwallet. Eitherway check it out its a good fun game and I would have kept
playing it. I made a video of the bug that got me banned and I'd link it to show everyone but the dev filed a tastey copyright
infringment notice on it so it's gone. The idea here is that if people don't know about the bug then you don't have to worry about
fixing it. I'm guessing the devs hate me because I exposed the fishing mechanics that this game uses to spawn fish. Basicaly
there are no fish in the water and one just spawns based on a dice roll from a few factors when your bobber lands. Moral of the
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story here is don't play buggy and broken games by money grubbing early access devopers who only care about making money
and not about making a game that works.

Edit: I reached out to support about my ban and video take down.
Support (sent by *****@fishingplanet.com)
Using game bugs as cheats and disclosure it on a public channel without sent to the developers is and act of cheating and
disrespect to developer, In your home country it also a crime.
You violate the EULA in a section of using bugs and cheats and not notify developers about it.
Even more, after we move your thread to bug section you start a new thread with the same links, also send them to players in
chats.
This behavior is unacceptable. We suggest to remove the second video from your channel, or we will need to ask youtube to
take down all FP videos from your channel because of EULA violations.

Me:
Not sure if you are trolling me again but:
"Using game bugs as cheats and disclosure it on a public channel without sent to the developers is and act of cheating and
disrespect to developer, In your home country it also a crime."
First the bug was never used as a cheat but merely a way to go under the river. Second the developers are disrespectful to their
community. Also I did report this bug on the forums so, no. And again WTF are you going to try and arrest and sue me under?
The CFAA? GL.
"You violate the EULA in a section of using bugs and cheats and not notify developers about it.
Even more, after we move your thread to bug section you start a new thread with the same links, also send them to players in
chats."
What is this contradicting \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t? How can posting a bug on your forums be
considered not telling the developers when you read and deleted the thread in minutes?
"We suggest to remove the second video from your channel, or we will need to ask youtube to take down all FP videos from
your channel because of EULA violations."
Go **** yourselves. Don't worry I deleted all that trash from my channel. I would hate to have anyone even think I supported a
developer like you.
Also run your emails through a proof reader. Those mistakes are unprofessional.

Have a wonderful day.. the music i great, the quality of the files substandard.
i know this soundtrack is retro lo-fi themed, but getting 128kbs mp3s is a bit too low in quality.
either 320kbs mp3s of flac would be nice.
to be fair i bought this game and soundtrack very cheap + maybe it's a steam thing, this is my first ost i bought here.
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